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We are gathered here in life to participate in the resonant ritual relational renewal of playful pulsing 
pulchritude. Humans have always connected with ourselves, each other and the world through augury, 
blessing, ceremony, myth, prayer, ritual, superstition, song, dance and tradition throughout the hundreds of 
thousands of years of our species’ history.

Within sinuous slinking structures, we are the best version of ourselves in synchronous vital rapturous 
harmonic patterned becomings of arrant abundance. Ours is a radically incoherent soft fascination, beyond 
representation and linear dissected clock-time, embedded in emplaced entrainment. Only through direct 
unmediated experience can we feel the sacred divine power of ceremony, that which transcends and 
subscends ritual so as to reveal the inner, outer and liminal sublime ineffable quality of kinaesthetic, carnal, 
incarnate, intimate, haptic, tactile, tangible, perceptual palpable rustling reality.

Rather than only literal, logical, causal, rational and factual; existence-scapes are also mysterious, mystical, 
mythical, magical, metaphorical, musical and miraculous. Beyond facticity, causality and thingification, all 
is a melded duration and blended continuum in which there is no fundamental difference between each of us 
and the rest of actuality, at any place-time.

While nothing is complete, perfect or enduring; all is alive, aware, animate, agential, sentient, communicative, 
profoundly relational and deeply sacred. We are not separate framed isolated insulated distinct entities; 
but porous, distributed, diffuse, diffracted unfurling nodes of membranic field-event condensation points 
floating in bounded infinite flows creating forms within a flux that is constitutively incomplete, ineluctably 
contingent, fleeting, provisional; and suffused with unpredictability, untraceability, unindexibility, 
insequentiality, irreversibility and irreducibility.

Ceremony invites us to grasp that the mythic divinity of nature is not a literal thing, but a non-literal dream-
live visioning experience that can: harmonise the human social order with the celestial order in which titanic 
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!rces and b"ngs move acro# $e %ns; re-&nsecr'e $e un(med undu)*ng &smos; and su+use a 
re-sacra,sed C$u-u-sc.e w/ ins*nc0al, in01ve, imp,c2, imponderab3 m4ning.

We are 5re 6 6day 6 re-m7ber $ese *m8e# caus8e# &n9x0al tr7b,ng tr:hs and 6 
rigorously, rep;1v8y and resoundingly:

Acknow3dge $' we are only ex9nsions of $e intric'e and in9rwov. pluriverse in which we 
a<ept and act $e m4ns as $e .ds w/in an i=in> nomadic now

Yi8d 6 $e d?p tr:hs of space, *me, m'9r, m4ning, 7bodim.t and experi.ce and slurp $e 
super)*ve sundering of super luminous san@

R8inquish po,9 diminisA.ts, &nstraiBd a,.'ions, '9nu'ing adjustm.ts and Cmpered 
ges(*ons 6 .!ld ours8ves in m'ured manDe of g.er'ive pain and dis&m!rt

Surr.der, sCpe-shiE, m;amorphosise, vibr'e, reson'e, rup0re and rFerber'e ' $e sp?d of 
trust 6 m8odiously m8t in6 $e murky murmuring midnigG

R.ounce Hering and s8Ing 6 7brace &mmuning, &-,ber'ion and crys(JiB &nsciousB#

Cede abstrac*on, !rce and or$ographic objec*v@ 6 s?d syncKonic@, &-,ber'ion and speciIc 
b4:y

Disavow norma,s'ion and $e invisibi,s'ion of su+ering, oppre#ion and immiser'ion

ForsLe $e 9cMo-bur4ucr'ism $' domin'es in $e name of care and Crk. 6 .*cing 8dr2ch 
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.guNm.ts of 97ing 0mul0ous 6poOgies

Abjure entitled cartesian cartographics of 
consumption, competition, complicity, certainty 
and commodification to attend the humming holy, 
shimmering sacred and dancing divine

Abolish money, private 
property, institutions, 
nation-states and 
industrial technology to 
create emergent dynamic 
holistic egalitarian 
networks of free feral 
primal anarchist wild-
life
Become squeezed, 
shredded, devoured, 
digested, alchemised, 
metabolised and 
transmuted by the world
Enter vastness, 
expansiveness, yearning, 
and (be)-longing


